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Abstract
Information sharing or exchange of data within entities plays a significant role in cloud storage. In cloud computing, a robust and practical methodology is developed which can be utilized by cloud users for sharing information among multiple group members in the cloud
with lowered maintenance and management costs. Furthermore, a service provider in the cloud does not share data with anyone other
than the Trusted Third Party (TTP) sources due to the semi-trusted characteristics of the cloud. In this way, there is no global security
mechanism for dynamic group data sharing over the cloud. Subsequently, the Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) can convey different services to cloud users through powerful data centres. Hence, data is secured through the validation of users in the cloud. Meanwhile, CSPs
should offer outsourced security assurance for data file sharing. Assuring privacy in data sharing is still a critical issue due to continuous
change in cloud users, particularly, for unauthenticated or third party users because of the risk of collusion attacks. However, security
concerns turn into a major restraint as outsourcing storage data is perhaps a delicate concern for cloud providers. Additionally, sharing
information in a multi-proprietary approach while protecting information and individual security to the data from unauthorized or third
party users is still a challenging task as there is a frequent change in cloud members. In this regard, previous studies are reviewed and
discussed which are related to dynamic group data sharing using cloud computing.
Keywords: Cloud Computing; Group Data Sharing; Security; Privacy; Data Storage; Encryption and Decryption.

1. Introduction
In the present scenario, the rapid growth of network platforms and
infrastructure which includes the cloud computing [1–6], wireless
communications [7], [8] and wireless sensor networks [9–11],
have high-quality applications, on-demand data access and services. Specifically, the cloud storage systems have been used
comprehensively as both individuals and organizations. Here, the
user able to access a vast set of applications with quality services
which are shared amongst customers as remotely. In contrast,
personal computers have limited storage, but the cloud has infinite
storage space. So, the outsourcing of sensitive information, for
instance, personal photos, videos, health histories and so on are
explosively increased. However, the private/personal data leakage
amongst group member is the significant issue in social network
applications. For this purpose, the data on the cloud server must be
encrypted through their possessors. Still, it causes the issues like
encrypted data sharing [12], conducting secure searches of encrypted data [1–3] and provable data auditing for outsourced data
[4]. Therefore, the study aimed to review and discuss both the data
security and privacy issues which are faced by the clients in cloud
storage environments. Moreover, it provides a comparison of encryption approach, performance factor analysis, feature and computation complexity comparison amongst existing schemes which
are related to group data sharing in a dynamic manner. From this,
the study explored the techniques that trend towards addressing
the protection of outsourced data in cloud frameworks.

2. Contribution of the study
From the analysis, most of the review article has discussed security [13–15] and privacy concerns against untrusted cloud service
providers [16], [17]. Security issues and challenges of cloud computing environments [5], [18–24]. The primary objective of this
paper is to discuss the significance of group data sharing (both
static and dynamic manner) in cloud frameworks. Then, provided
a comparative analysis of different encryption techniques, especially for security and privacy concerns in cloud environments.
Finally, evaluate the performance factor, feature and computation
complexity comparison amongst existing schemes which are related to the group data sharing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 discussed
the overview of cloud computing, types, significance, and issues
in data sharing. Section 3 examines the previous literature related
to the examination of the aforementioned issues in group data
sharing. A brief discussion of methods, inclusion, and exclusion
criteria of the study is discussed in section 4. In section 4, preliminaries with various methods with evaluation of performance are
discussed. Conclusions with the recommendation of the survey are
presented in Section 6.

3. An overview of cloud computing
Cloud computing is more of an online system based computing
that transmits shared computation of assets and data to computers
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and different gadgets on request. It is an unusual path for empowering an all-inclusive, on-demand access to shared computing
resources (like servers, stockpiling, computer system, applications,
and administration), which can be immediately arranged and discharged with the decreased administration. Cloud computing and
capacity arrangements give users among IT firms the potential to
store and process their data in third-compel data focuses that
might be found anywhere around the world. Cloud computing
depends on sharing of assets to get consistency and scale in the
economy. Moreover, it is the consequence of the improvement and
procurement of existing innovations and ideal models. The objective of cloud computing is to give users a chance to benefit from
the majority of the advancements in cloud computing, without the
real need of in-depth information and knowledge on the cloud [25].

3.1. Primary components of cloud computing
In this section, deployed the essential components in cloud
frameworks. These components consist broad range of services
that we can use all over the internet. Here we discuss some important elements [26]:
• Virtualization: It plays a major role in deploying the cloud.
It is the strategic component in the cloud, which allows the
use of physical resources through multiple consumers. Also,
it creates the virtual instance of resource/device like servers,
storage devices, operating system and network resources
wherein the framework utilizes the resources in more than
one execution environment [16].
• Multi-tenancy: Multi-tenant environment can have multiple
customers or users who do not see or share each other’s data
but can share resources or applications in an execution environment, even if they may not belong to the same organization. Multi-tenancy results in the optimal utilization of
hardware and data storage mechanism [27].
• Cloud storage: It is a component, which is maintained, managed, backed up remotely and it is made available over the
network where the users can access data [28].
• The hypervisor: It is a key module of virtualization. Also, it
permitts multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) to run on a single
hardware host. Moreover, it controls and manages and
controls the different operating systems that executed on a
shared physical scheme [29].
• Cloud Network: It can work more than one traditional data
centre; a typical data centre contains hundreds or thousands
of servers. To efficiently build and manage the storage of
the system where the cloud requires a secure network infrastructure called cloud networking. It requires an internet
connection that is similar to a virtual private network which
enables the user to securely access printers, applications,
files and so on.

3.2. Types of clouds system
Based on the user needs, the cloud system are categorized into
four types named as public, community, private and hybrid cloud
[30]. These are discussed as follows:
• Public Cloud - any subscriber can access a public cloud
with an internet connection
• Private Cloud - A particular group or organization and limits access to just that group.
• Community Cloud - A community cloud is shared among
two or more organizations that have similar cloud requirements.
• Hybrid Cloud - A hybrid cloud is essentially a combination
of at least two clouds, where the clouds included are a mixture of public, private, or community.
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3.3. Significance of group data sharing
A group is defined as a set or collection of data owners (users)
assigned to a set of permissions. Groups are mainly focused on
user’s identities. Data sharing in the group has achieved greater
importance in multiple domains such as businesses, governments
and organizations in the real world [31].

3.4. Requirements of data sharing in a group
The primary requirements of group data sharing are discussed as
follows:
1) The data owner should define who get to access the data
within a group or list of users.
2) In a group, a user should get the permission from data owner to access data.
3) In a cloud, the group members and data owner should have
authorization to store data
4) The data owner should have powers to restrict access to users in a group
3.4.1. Problems in data sharing
The primary issues while sharing data in cloud computing are
discussed as follows:
Confidentiality [31]: The information proprietor stores his information or records in the cloud. In the event that the servers in
Cloud are taken care by Cloud specialist organizations, which are
not entirely trusted, then unapproved clients may end getting access.
Scalable and Efficient: A cloud has large numbers of clients,
where any client in a group can include or remove from a group; it
is basic to keep up the effectiveness and versatility of the framework.
User Revocation: When a client is expelled from a group in a
specified time, it is important to restrict access to information,
without affecting other clients in the group.
Collusion between substances: When we examined information
sharing strategies in the cloud, despite the fact that when elements
conspire, none of the clients ought to have the capacity to get information without the consent of the proprietors of information.

4. Literature review
This section aims to present a summary of existing review articles
related to secure data sharing in the Cloud. The review articles and
surveys presented in this section do not focus speciﬁcally on secure group data sharing in the Cloud, rather the main requirements
that will enable it. The study of secure data sharing in the Cloud is
relatively new and has become increasingly important with the
advancements and growing popularity of the Cloud as well as the
growing need to share data between people. We categorize the
existing review articles in six aspects: group key management, key
aggregate searchable encryption, group signature, attribute-based
encryption, and proxy re-encryption, group Diffie-Hellman. All
the aforementioned studies are discussed as follows:

4.1. Studies related to group key
Management (GKM) Method
GKM focusses mainly focusing on key generation and distribution
of key among group members. All group members need to participate in the secure distribution, creation, and revocation of the keys
[32]. Two entities manage the communication session in group
key management: Group Controller (GC), responsible for key
generation, distribution and rekeying for membership change and
Key Server (KS), responsible for maintaining the keys and distributing the keys [33].
As defined in Menezes et al. [34], Group Key Management
(GKM) is the set of techniques and procedures used for the estab-
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lishment and maintenance of keys among members to form the
group. According to Menezes et al. [35], group key management
can be classified into three categories. These are Centralized GKM
Protocols, Decentralized GKM and Distributed GKM Protocols
[33]. From the review of literature, Researchers [36–43] proposed
a GKM method for dynamic group data sharing in cloud systems.
Through this approach computation, memory with the usage of
rekeying messages is reduced significantly. Additionally, it reduces the communication overheads and storage in the rekeying
schemes with suitable computational overhead. However, these
studies need to improve to ensure that the client is able to view the
content on dynamically receiving confirmation. A log record can
be managed by keeping track of the client and archive subtle elements. By discharging the solicitation with the client, data archives are recaptured from the cloud. Additionally, the studies
require focusing on restricting the conviction levels in the Cryptographic Server (CS) as well as to cope up with insider threats.

4.2. Studies related to key aggregate searchable encryption technique
A common solution is to employ a searchable encryption (SE)
scheme in which the data owner is required to encrypt potential
keywords and upload them to the cloud together with encrypted
data, so that, for the purpose of retrieving data that matches a
keyword, the user will send the corresponding keyword trapdoor
to the cloud for performing search through the encrypted data.
Although combining a searchable encryption scheme with cryptographic cloud storage can achieve the basic security requirements
of a cloud storage, implementing such a system for large-scale
applications that involves millions of users and billions of files
may still be hindered through practical issues like efficient key
management with encryption, which are ignored in the literature
[44].
Cui et al. [44] and Manohar et al. [45] and Snehal [46] proposed a
technique for sharing data in a group using Key Aggregate SE
scheme. This scheme was able to store or send data using a smart
card with exceptionally restricted data storage in a secure manner.
They deliver a formal safety exploration of this scheme based on a
typical design. In this approach, the data owner requires dispensing a unique key to other users based on verification and search
privileges over their document sets. The evaluation and analysis
results proved that this approach was an efficient solution to develop a practical data sharing technique in the public cloud. However, these studies need to focus more towards reducing the number of trapdoors under multi-owners setting.
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4.4. Studies related to attribute-based encryption
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) is a powerful technique used to
provide fine-grained access control to data stored in the Cloud.
Primarily an Access Control List (ACLs) is maintained, which
contains access to data in Cloud. However, this was not scalable
and only provided coarse-grained access to data [64]. AttributeBased encryption first proposed by Goyal et al. [65] provides a
more scalable and fine-grained access control to data in comparison to ACLs. Attribute-Based Encryption is an access control
mechanism where a user or a piece of data has attributes associated with it. An access control policy is defined, and if the attributes
satisfy the access control policy, the user should be able to get
access to the piece of data [31].
Yu et al. [66] goal of the study are to obtain the data confidentiality, fine grainedness and scalability. For this purpose, they proposed a KPABE as well as combining it with lazy re-encryption
and proxy re-encryption. Further, they achieved the user secret
key accountability and confidentiality of user access privilege.
Finally, they proved, the proposed approach is more secure in
standard cryptographic approach via Formal security analysis.
Researchers [67–75] proposed attribute-based encryption method
for secure sharing of data. However, their encryption and decryption lack efficiency because of the expensive pairing operations
involved [73], [76]. When data is encrypted using an ABE scheme,
key management becomes difficult if there is a huge number of
users from diverse backgrounds. Sun [77] claimed that for large
secure communications, the current key agreement algorithm is
required through which all the clients can contact with other clients to make a complete graph. Among these, one of the nodes is
not protected, similar to other nodes that are not protected. Therefore, in future, improvements are required in the key management
algorithms using tree structures with a trusted key generation center.
Additionally, the CP-ABE technique does not support strict confidence model, and is also inflexible, with high-costs towards maintaining keys and is not impervious to anti-collusion attacks, apart
from suffering from additional inadequacies [78–80]. In [81], the
cancellation technique achieves refined grains for all clients data
sharing that have various secure standards specifically in direct
removal mode; yet it helps towards backings to insert only one
client repudiation list in the form of cipher text, thus is considered
completely fine-grain disavowal. Because of key escrow, inefficiency backward security issues as well as not connected to distributed storage framework.

4.5. Studies related to proxy re-encryption
4.3. Studies related to group signature
The author Chaum and van Heyst first introduced the concept of
group signatures. In general, a group signature scheme allows any
member of the group to sign messages while keeping the identity
secret from verifiers. The variant of the short group signature
scheme [47] will be used to achieve anonymous access control, as
it supports efficient member-ship revocation [48].
Researchers [49–55] suggested a technique using group signature
for sharing the data in dynamic groups through cloud computing.
Additionally, few of them have focused towards proxy signature
referred in [56–63] for sharing data over the cloud. By this method,
the group key was retrieved only through cloud members; however, an unapproved client is not permitted to recover the group key.
Further, the study exploited the group signature towards ascertaining confirmation on shared information. This was verified through
a third-party auditor and additionally did not disclose the unique
nature of the sign of the user. This approach is independent of
revoked users in terms, storage overhead and computation cost.
Though this study does not concentrate on key management; the
focus is towards private key cancellation among group members.
Also, to reduce the computation overhead for improving efficiency as well as to preserve the data from malicious activities.

Proxy re-encryption (PRE), initially introduced by Blaze et al.[82],
enables a semi-trusted proxy to transform a cipher text encrypted
under the public key of delegator into another cipher text under
the public key of delegate without leaking the underlying encrypted messages or private keys of delegator/delegate to the proxy.
This particular kind of public key encryption seems to be an optimal candidate to ensure the security of sharing data in cloud computing. For instance, a case where the data owner (say, Alice)
intends to share the sensitive data stored in the cloud with another
granted user (say, Bob). It is desirable that nobody other than Bob
can access the requested data. Inspired by the primitive of PRE,
Alice can encrypt the sensitive data under her own public key
before uploading the shared data to the semi-trusted cloud. After
receiving the request for data sharing from Bob, Alice generates a
proxy re-encryption key using her own private key and Bob’s
public key and sends this proxy re-encryption key to the semitrusted cloud server. Equipped with this proxy re-encryption key,
cloud server can transform the cipher text encrypted under the
public key of Alice into an encryption under the public key of Bob.
By utilizing the PRE primitive, the transformed cipher text can
only be decrypted by Bob whereas the cloud server is unable to
learn the plaintext or private keys of Alice or Bob. Finally, Bob
can download and decrypt the requested data with his own private
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key. In this way, the costly burden of secure data sharing can be
offloaded to the semi-trusted cloud server with abundant resources
[83].
Researchers [70], [84–88] proposed a proxy re-encryption method
for secure data sharing. They achieved fine-grained information
sharing in the cloud. This provided the effective solution towards
user revocation issues based on the fine-grained encryption approach. The demonstrated results show this scheme to perform
effectively for cipher text attacks with improved collision resistance in the standard model. However, the biggest issue of this
approach is taking more time for executing the task as well as
associate the features with a client. Even though they offered possible enhancement, the client will have issues as more UAKs requires permitting various efficient attributes based on time periods
without altering UAK number. Also, there is a need to concentrate
more on improving the security level. Qin et al.[89] Suggested a
robust, effective and secure approach for data sharing in the cloud
using certificates PRE technique. A study by Dharani and
Narmatha [90] tested only fewer data size in this context. So the
previous study needs to focus more towards large data size to
obtain fast encrypt and decrypting, thereby enhancing speed with
the security of the big data set. This will minimize the cost, security mechanism and low complexity towards dealing with security
problem over the cloud.

4.6. Studies related to group diffie-hellman
The Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [91] is the first public
key based key management scheme. In the public-key based cryptosystem, the public-key authentication is one of the main challenges. The PKI based public key cryptosystem achieves the public key authentication by binding the certificate with the public
key. In this service mode, the certificates are issued and managed
by trusted third party entity CA, but it also brings the huge cost of
managing the certificate list to the CA [92].
Lee et al. [93] suggested a TGDH procedure towards enhancing
the computational effectiveness through the use of pairing-based
cryptanalysis. They minimized the computational cost without
demeaning the communication complexity. Lee et al. [94] suggested sharing of data with the multi-owner method, but this system does not support dynamic groups. The system supports only
static groups [66], [94], [95]. Also, the previous study uses group
signature where each user signs their messages without revealing
their identity [94]. Here broadcast encryption approach was used
to handle static groups. Gadge [96] reviewed the ABE technique
with different access procedure which secured the system. Furthermore, they overcome the key escrow issues using the 2-pc
procedure. Also, the issues on fine cancellation problems are resolved. However, the security of the distribution scheme is a major
issue nowadays. Further, there is a need to maintain the system
with more secure and secrecy based concepts, so as to resist external attackers. This implies the need to focus on finding the solution for the system lacking reliability factor and operates with
multimedia data.
Adusumilli et al. [97] proposed a technique and analyzed sharing
information, multiple leave operations and working out the cost
for join, multi-join, leave. The TGDH approach was [98] most
distinctive among CGKA procedures regarding scalability as well
as efficiency. Accordingly, future studies should concentrate on
TGDH and DGKD. The DGKD approach is more resistant towards failure, network congestion, and delay than TGDH. The key
generation is self-governing and for synchronization among other
members of the group using TGDH. The DGKD robust technique
uses simple substantiation. A new key does not depend on old
keys which make it a collision-free network. Therefore, it is genuinely secure at both DGKD and TGDH approaches which require
two circles for client leave and join operations. Subsequently, the
DGKD method utilized the secret key and public key encryption
for distribution of keys (Distributors- Members) and codistributors as respectively. From the review, the DGKD is practi-
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cally identical and in few cases superior to TGDH as far as correspondence and calculation costs.
Adusumilli et al. [99] proposed a ternary tree based TGDH protocol for dynamic group data sharing in healthcare cloud that could
be used by a healthcare organization to share their data in dynamically secure groups containing other health organizations. Safe
and reliable group communication in healthcare organizations is
an increasingly active research area by growing popularity in
group-oriented and collaborative applications. Ternary tree approach covers other healthcare members (organizations) in a subgroup and height of ternary tree will increase when the number of
members in a group increase, where the height of the tree is the
number of iterations required to compute a group shared key.
However, this study needs to focus towards strong auditing and
security techniques which are used to enhance the internal security
of this framework.
Based on the aforementioned researchers, Table 1 specifically
describes the methodology and the limitations of all the studies
that have been considered for the purpose of review. Table 2 discusses the review of performance factor analysis, segregated into
the method, data confidentiality, quality of being authentic and
anonymity. Table 3 comparatively discussed the computational
complexity of various existing schemes, such as the group key
management technique, key aggregate searchable encryption,
Group signature method, Attribute-based encryption, Proxy reencryption, Group Diffie-Hellman.

5. Methods
An extensive literature search on Dynamic Group Data Sharing in
Cloud Computing was conducted using Google Scholar, IEEE
transaction, other international journals such as Springer, Elsevier,
ACM, and so on. These searches are limited to the period between
2004 to 2017. In this research, the review papers and reference
sections of the individual articles were manually searched. Also,
some studies report that a well-defined data sharing method with
encryption method in cloud computing were included. As seen in
this review, 117 suitable records are retrieved which provides
relevant results about security in group data sharing. Also included
are the original research studies that developed and evaluated data
sharing over the cloud in a secure manner, including summarization of the text document. We excluded studies that met any of the
following criteria: (1) Data sharing outside the group over cloud;
(2) Security and privacy access control without group data sharing; and (3) Not written in English wherein the present research
may have missed systems that are discussed in other languages.

5.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to all the retrieved studies from the Scopus database. The criteria used for
including/excluding papers are as follows:
• Peer-reviewed articles —excluded keynotes, editorials, reviews, tutorial summaries, position papers and panel discussions.
• Studies related to empirical research using various approaches such as experimental research, survey and case
studies.
• Augmented papers—If two papers from a similar research
on a similar subject were distributed in various scenes (e.g.,
Journal and conference), only the journal article was incorporated.
• All copied reviews found from different sources were identified and removed.

5.2. Search string
We framed our search string via three compartments as shown in
Table 2. We chose to incorporate a condition for picking exact
reviews in our search string amid the survey procedure. Given the
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assortment of research techniques, having that condition could
have made our search string mind-boggling. Running a pilot check
for considering the papers, we were mindful of the fact that, we
exploited the final search string as obtainable as follows:
Table 1: Details of the Search String Ran On Scopus
Digital
Library
Years
Language
Subject
Areas

Scopus
2000–2017
Only English
“Computer Science”, “Cloud computing, Web intelligence”, “Information technology”, “Computational science”

6. Study selection
Our search in Scopus returned 2720 outcomes. We separated the
papers through evaluating the abstract and title of the research. At
the point when there were a few papers that we could not settle on
by perusing the titles and abstract, these papers were held for the
following round of assessment. We barred the papers that were
seen as unrelated, or whose full content was not accessible. Since
we were keen on experimental reviews, we rejected papers that
were not bolstered with observational information. Besides, we
included the articles related to group data sharing as both static
and dynamic manner. Also, have avoided the duplicate research
article. At the end of progression, it was found that 77 papers met
all the incorporation criteria. Having settled the rundown of our
essential reviews, we in the long run added 6 studies to our rundown which were either not found by our search or we had rejected them in the light of title/abstract surveys. In the choice procedure, 117 papers were conveyed between two initial writers and
they separated the papers by perusing the full content of the papers.
In this stage, 62 studies were chosen as essential reviews. At that
point, the references of these 62 selected articles were checked,
keeping in mind the end goal to discover more potential essential
reviews. We found 35 conceivably significant articles by title from
the references of these 62 articles.

7. Results
The present study has reviewed 117 articles, of which 16 were
from Springer digital library, 32 from IEEE digital library, 13
from Elsevier, 9 from ACM, 31 from the specific journal and international journal and 14 from Google scholar (Figure 1). Of
these studies, the following aspects are addressed: Group Key
Management method (15 articles), Key Aggregate Searchable
Encryption technique (8 articles), Group Signature (19 articles),
Attribute-Based Encryption (13 articles), Proxy Re-encryption (6
articles), Group Diffie-Hellman (13 articles). The pictorial representation of the previous method is provided in Figure 2. From the
analysis, it is revealed that most of them have focused on group
signature method to share data through cloud source securely.

Fig. 1: Pictorial Representation of Number of Research Article Referred.

Fig. 2: Pictorial Representation of Existing Methods.

From the aforementioned review, privacy and security is an important concern, with respect to outsourcing data to the cloud service provider. Moreover, the privacy of the data is affected once
the illegitimate users infer something from the cloud data. Firstly,
the primary issue of the cloud is building a secure environment for
the implementation, and web management of business software
and email service. It provides enormous potential for a reliable,
available, and agile infrastructure in autonomic, distributed and
grid computing environments [100], [101]. On the other hand, a
lot of personal information and potentially sensitive data that people store on their computers are now being transferred to the cloud.
This makes it critical for you to understand the security measures
that your cloud provider has in place, and it is equally important to
take personal precautions to secure your data [102], [103]. The
author has classified cloud computing security issues into two
main categories: security issues faced by the providers and security issues faced by the users [104]. Security issues are holding back
the growth of cloud computing market. Some companies are returning back to their own platforms since they do not wish to be
exposed to security risks [105]. Also, other major cloud security
issues are as follows: wrapping XML signature, Browser Security,
Cloud middleware attacks, and Flooding attacks [106].
Secondly, the privacy of users (their identity and data in the cloud)
is another crucial issue with cloud computing; and with the growth
of cloud storage, concerns about privacy are becoming important
[107], [108] . However, reaching the peak in providing and assuring privacy data access in cloud computing is in progress and
needs further attention to achieve users’ goals (refer to previous
sections and discussions). On the other hand, data privacy is about
the security of the Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Personal information should be managed as a part of the data usage.
The PII was found lacking in the cloud computing service because
of the privacy issues [110]. Moreover, privacy issues exist for a
long time in computing literature, and many acts have been passed
to protect individual privacy of users and secrecy. Nevertheless,
these have passed and are inapplicable to new scenarios, where a
new relationship between users and providers (that means three
parties) rises [111]. To be more specific, privacy issues include
access, compliance, storage, retention, destruction, audit and monitoring [100]. Moreover, in the past decade, many methods were
proposed to preserve privacy. In this review, we have described
some of these methods and approaches as shown in Table II. Subsequently, Table II specifically describes the methodology and the
limitations of all the studies that have been considered for the
purpose of review. Table III discusses the review of performance
factor analysis, segregated into the method, data confidentiality,
quality of being authentic and anonymity. Table IV comparatively
discussed the computational complexity of various existing
schemes, such as the group key management technique, key aggregate searchable encryption, Group signature method, Attributebased encryption, Proxy re-encryption, Group Diffie-Hellman.
The suggested solutions to the above-mentioned security issues
are discussed as follows:
1) Authentication: When unauthorized users access the service
and users’ information, identity management system should
be applied.
2) Access control: Using SLA with access control to identify
only authorized users of the cloud.
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3)

Policy integration: Accessing different cloud providers by
different nodes may raise a conflict between their policies;
hence, a solution is needed to work out the inconsistencies
between those policies.
4) Service management: Composed service by many cloud
providers are produced to meet customers’ needs, it thus
needs a service integrator to offer accurate service.
5) Trust management: The approach of trust management
should be used as the negotiation factor of the users and
provider of the cloud. Some level of trust should exist interchangeably between cloud providers and users.
The suggested solutions to the privacy issues are discussed as
follows:
1) The cloud user should carefully read the privacy policy before placing their information in the cloud. If a cloud user
does not understand any of the policies, it should be clarified with the provider or the user may consider other service
providers.
2) Cloud users should pay close attention regarding the rights
to use, disclose, or make public cloud user information.
3) Suppose the cloud user wants to remove any data from the
cloud, the cloud provider should take necessary steps to remove the data. Cloud users should possess the rights to
check whether the data is still retained by the cloud provider.
4) Cloud users should not place any important data which may
be helpful for their competitors, government, and others.
5) Cloud users should always consult their technical support
group about the advisability of keeping their data in the
cloud.

8. List of abbreviations
TTP
CSPs
VMs
GKM
GC
KS
CS
SE
ABE
ACLs
PRE
PII

Trusted Third Party
Cloud Service Providers
Virtual Machines
Group Key Management
Group Controller
Key Server
Cryptographic Server
Searchable encryption
Attribute-Based Encryption
Access Control List
Proxy re-encryption
Personally Identifiable Information
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9. Conclusion
In this paper, several existing techniques were reviewed and classified based on three categories: key management and encryption
approaches, searching over encrypted data and access control
schemes. From the classification, it was concluded that there is a
need to enhance security, and privacy and also need to provide as
strong-as-possible protection mechanisms, without computational
overheads from cloud data owner. Moreover, the solutions should
take into consideration the performance and pay attention to the
speed of searching and decrypting since the amount of data in the
cloud is huge, whereas the technique will be inefficient if it takes
too long a time to retrieve data for users. Finally, the limitations
and challenges that require future researchers to handle them are
discussed.

10.

Future scope

The proposed solutions should cover the following:
1) Enable storing the keys safely while preventing cloud-based
service and unauthorized parties
2) Permit the Cloud Service Provider towards participating in
the process of searching and to decrease computational
overheads on the owner’s side.
3) Needs to focus more towards advanced and refined attributes for securely sharing data and implement the same. Furthermore, the path and data encryption need to be secured
from the unapproved access of information. On the other
hand, the two-factor authentication offers highly reliable
validation; however, the verification procedure is recommended during user login with username, password, and
OTP confirmation.
4) Prevention of collusion attack. Revoked user should not violate the data confidentiality, and he should not be able to
decrypt the data even if he receives it
5) To extend the traceability, which means only the original
user can reveal the identity of the signer in order to preserve
data from the malicious activities of users in the group.

Table 2: Survey of Previous Studies
Results
Enhanced expandability and proven efficiency of
avionic contents through SaaS and application
layer.

Limitation/ future scope
Need to focus towards executing service based on
IACSS; specifically, different avionic services as
well as to share the useful data as required.

Hierarchical attributebased encryption
technique

Effectively canceled the access rights from the
client side.

Need to concentrate more towards encryption
scheme, which can be improving security level

Dharavath and
Bhima (2011)

Group Key Management

Strong authentication with LIDs, CIDs for cluster
formations. Further, provided client source substantiation with RSA keys

Mallaiah et al.
(2015)

Multi-user multi-key
Encryption Search

Data stored in a shared table under one or other
columns of database server

Tu et al. (2012)
Han et al. (2016)

CP-ABE

They planned to extend this method towards cluster
communications, to disjoin or merge information
over dynamic networks
1. Need to focus towards support proximity search
on encrypted relational databases.
2. Try to explore possibility of doing some of the
proxy functionality in the cloud where the service
provider does not have the access control to plain
data while performing operations.
Need to enhance the effectiveness of encrypted data
with decryption process

Yuan et al.
(2013)

Multi-User Public key
timed-release searchable encryption method

Reddy and
Saritha (2014)

Group Key Management

Malarvizhi et al.
(2014)

Group Signature with
encryption

Author

Method

Kim et al.
(2011)

Layered platform
architecture

Wang et al.
(2011b)

They solved key escrow issues through key generation with distributed semi-trusted parts
1. The sender transmits encrypted information to
cloud server over the group.
2. At the same time, the receiver cannot decrypt the
cipher text till present time.
They employed secure communication over the
group as well as access the procedure over the
cloud
1. They shared the information over the group
without canceling their identity.
2. Also, supports new client joining and cancellation.

Only low set of data is tested and not appropriate for
a huge group of authorized users
Need to focus towards designing a framework for
formal technical communication within the group
over the network
Need to reduce the computation overhead for improving the efficiency of the system.
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Xue and Hong
(2014)
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Method
Mona

Results
They shared the information over the group without
canceling their identity.

Limitation/ future scope
Need to concentrate on filing the key updations for
improving the security level of the system

Devi and
Kanimozhi
(2014)

Dynamic broadcast
encryption method
and security Elliptic
Curve Cryptography

They shared the data in a secure manner amongst
dynamic groups without cancelling their identity
members.

Require focusing on key management schemes,
specifically to revoke the group members private
keys.

Reddy and
Kiran (2014)

Efficient Data Sharing
Technique

Without exhibiting, privacy details of the cloud
user can be shared among others in a group.

1. Only focused on text document
2. Need to concentrate on various types of data
being uploaded to the cloud server like video and
audio information.

Liu et al.
(2014b)

Time-based proxy reencryption

Liu et al.
(2014a)

Fine-grained access
control with encryption

Wang et al.
(2014a)

certificateless PRE
method

1. The data was associated with the attribute, access
structure and access time for identification of feature.
2. Additionally, eligible time periods denote the
period of validity of user’s access right
Digital signature and encryption were combined as
a single method for providing data confidentiality,
authenticity, unforgeability, anonymity and collusion resistance of the system.
1. Resolved the key escrow issues using identitybased public key cryptography.
2. public key validity is assured in the proposed
approach.
1. Contributed towards efficient control for user
access to revoked system coordinator group.
2. Authenticated user were able to view and upload
the document in the cloud.

Mercy and
Srikanth (2014)

Group Key Management

Dong et al.
(2014)

CP-ABE

Ranjith and
Kathiravan
(2014)

Dynamic group data
sharing

Wang et al.
(2014b)

Multi-user Searchable
Encryption

Jin and Peng
(2009)

Tree-based key management scheme

Malarvizhi et al.
(2014)

Group Signature and
encryption method

Cheng-Kang
Chu et al. (2014)

Key-Aggregate Cryptosystem for Scalable
Data Sharing

Lu and Li
(2015)

Certificate-based
Proxy re-encryption

Lin et al. (2015)

Threshold crypto
sharing with group
signature

Ruan et al.
(2015)

Novel online auditing
method

Dhanshri and
Raut (2015)

Secure data sharing
method

Vinupriya et al.
(2015)

Secure group sharing
a framework

1. Computation load is distributed among many
hosts.
2. Also, support forward and backward secrecy

Liang et al.

CP-ABPRE

This approach supports the access structure mono-

This approach aids the effective and secure dynamic operations that involve unlimited data creation,
alteration of client features and user cancellation.
1. Data items were shared in dynamic groups which
remain for a long time in the system considerably
reducing the security and privacy of system with
increased complexity in managing data files.
2. All records are removed automatically once there
is no usage of data.
Using this approach, efficient user revocation in a
dynamic manner is achieved.
The shared secret data permits various reconstructed keys using different shares activation for information which is prepositioned.
Efficient user cancellation was achieved by revoked
public list without altering private keys on the new
users and remaining users for decrypted information among users.
In cloud storage for flexible ciphertext in cloud for
aggregator key by release of secret key, however,
the information available other than encrypted
information remains confidential.
1. This proposed Proxy re-encryption technique
provides significant security in random oracle model for Diffie-Hellman computation.
2. To avoid the time-consuming bilinear pairing
operations, this scheme significantly reduces the
computation cost. Computation cost is minimized
by incorporating time-consuming bilinear pairing
operations.
Prevent the subdivided and merged information
from being tampered
Considerably improved the performance of auditing
tasks efficiency compared with existing vehiclebased communication.
1. Less key size cannot hack the information as
easily.
2. It provides effective revocation schemes for
private key after updation of user’s details.

Need to allow different effective time periods for
various features of the users without modifying
UAKs numbers.

Need to work on attribute-based signcryption for
user/attribute revocation.
Need to focus towards improving the efficiency and
provably secure CL-PRE schemes in the standard
model
1. Need to concentrate on improving the user access
or view the data after receiving authentication from
the data owner
2. Through a description of the user request, the
documented data are required to be regained from
the cloud.
Need to focus towards improving the privacy and
security of data sharing in real time cloud application.
1. Planned to extend this work for the recovery of
destroyed information when needed.
2.This system needs to be adapted for dealing with
Big Data analysis with slight modifications.
To minimize the computation and complexity of the
system
1. All the key belongs to future groups are encrypted
with existing keys or same keys.
2. Additionally, there is no aid on multicast group
once the rekeys are needed from one of the group
members
High computation overhead

Limited data storage

1. It provides security in random oracle model alone.
2. For this purpose, need to focus towards CB PRE
method without incorporating bilinear pairing
scheme.

Need to focus more towards applying this technique
for preventing attacks in the cloud or developing
various networks for strengthening the security in
the platform.
Need to concentrate on collusion attacks which
exist between proxy and user. Also, information
should not be altered for the proposed algorithm.
Need to focus towards group key management.
Specifically, on how private keys are revoked from
group members.
1. Need to focus towards proposing a new key
agreement protocol which will support for increasing the subgroup over the data sharing system.
2. Also, construct a tree in log(n) steps using effective group key agreement algorithm in future
Need to concentrate towards improving the effi-
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Author
(2015)

Method

Shi et al. (2015)

ABE

Poornima et al.
(2015)

Reviewed data sharing
approach

Share the data in a secure manner using multiple
dynamic groups over the cloud server.

They suggested to concentrate on data sharing and
collaboration in cloud. Also, this review states that
issues related to user revocation are still challenging.

Privacy preservation
and secure data sharing

1. The proposed scheme provides the advantage
without revealing secret or private key user, to
enable transmission of data among the group.
2. Furthermore, the user can easily join in the group
and decrypt shared data in the cloud which provides
ease of access.

Need to focus more towards advanced and sophisticated features for secure data sharing for implementation.
1. This research can be further extended by limiting
cryptographic server trust level and the need to
analyze the performance for insider threats. This
study needs to focus towards limiting the trust level
in the cryptographic server as well as helping the
system cope with insider threats.
2. Moreover, the response of the methodology with
varying key sizes needs to be evaluated.
Need to focus towards decreasing the usage of
trapdoors beneath multi-owners setting by enhancing and achieving security of the system.

Bhaurao and
Swati (2015)

Results
tonically for a composite bilinear group order. By
this, they proved the adaptively of the CCA-secure
standard model without affecting the access policy.
Permits trusted authority towards canceling the
client detail through updating cancellation list
without contact non- revoked users and cancelled
user are not able to decrypt the ciphertext successfully. Additionally every auditor confirms the TTP
updated ciphertext in a proper manner.

Ali et al. (2015)

SeDaSC methodology

The use of SeDaSC methodology provides data
sharing security without any encryption mechanisms, for malicious insiders access control mechanisms were developed, and it provides access control in both forward and backward systems.

Cui et al.
(2015), Manohar
et al. (2015),
Snehal (2016)

Key Aggregate
Searchable Encryption

Offered a solution towards real-time data sharing
over public cloud storage.

Akanksha and
Patil (2016)

Mona

Any user securely shares the data in the group with
others over untrusted cloud system.

Shahina (2016)

TGDH scheme

Cloud-based data share security requirement
scheme for achieving higher efficiency.

S.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Reference

Efficient for very
large group
Scalable to massively
adding and removing
members
Member computational complexity
Group controller
computational complexity

Need to concentrate towards constructing revocable
cipher text-policy ABE with verifiable ciphertext
delegation approach for improving the efficiency of
the system over cloud server.

This system has only one group manager. Once the
group manager fails, another backup group manager
will replace the failed one.
Need to focus towards extending this scheme to
handle more than one group on the cloud.

Table 3: Review of Performance Factor Analysis
Data Confidentiality
Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Signcryption
Yes
Group Key Management
No
Privacy preservation and secure data sharing
Yes

Quality of being
authentic
Yes
Yes
Yes

Homomorphic Authenticable Ring Signature

No

Yes

No

Homomorphic encryption
Group key transfer protocol
Constant-round password-based group key exchange protocol

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No

Yes

No

Authenticated key transfer protocol

Yes

Yes

No

Certificate-less proxy re-encryption
Group Signature
Secure Multi-Owner attributes method
Group signature, with ECC algorithm
Secure Multi-Owner data sharing scheme
EFADS protocol
ID-Based Ring Signature

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Method

Liu et al. (2014a)
Mercy and Srikanth (2014)
Bhaurao and Swati (2015)
Trueman and Narayanasam
(2015)
Chaudhary et al. (2014)
Harn and Lin (2010)
Abdalla and Pointcheval
(2006)
Pandranki and Krishna
(2012)
Xu et al. (2012)
Ma and Zhang (2015)
Margret (2013)
Devi and Kanimozhi (2014)
Rao and Ahamed (2015)
Wei et al. (2014)
Swarna and Maryam (2016)

Major principle
adopted

Limitation/ future scope
ciency in re-encrypted key generation over various
phases.

Table 4: Feature and Computation Complexity Comparison among Existing Schemes
Key aggregate
Group key manGroup signature
Attribute-based
Proxy researchable enagement Technique
method
encryption
encryption
cryption
Dynamic group
Multi- owner data Group signature and
Cipher text-policy Re- encrypdata sharing with
sharing with
dynamic broadcast
attribute-based
tion techencryption
encryption
encryption techniques
encryption
nique

Anonymity
Yes
No
No

Group DiffieHellman
Group key agreement with encryption approach

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Decryption

Decryption

Decryption with
group signature

Decryption

Simple operation

Group key protocol

Combination of
data and key encryption

Encryption

Encryption with
group signature

Encryption

Simple operation

Shared key protocol
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